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ABSTRACT
Named Entity Disambiguation (NED) and linking has been tradition-
ally evaluated on natural language content that is both well-written
and contextually rich. However, many NED approaches display
poor performance on text sources that are short and noisy. In this
paper, we study the problem of entity disambiguation for short
text and propose a location-aware NED framework that resolves
ambiguities in text with little other contextual cues. We show that
the spatial dimension is crucial in disambiguating named entities
and that the location inference is less utilized in many NED systems.
Our proposed framework integrates (in an unsupervised manner)
spatial signals that are readily available for many sources that emit
short text (e.g., micro-blogs, search queries, and news streams).
Our evaluation on news headlines and tweets reveals that a simple
spatial embedding improves the accuracy of competitive baseline
NED approaches from the literature by 8% for the news headlines
and by 4% on tweets.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Names mentioned in documents and articles are often ambiguous,
for example, referring to more than one candidate entity in a knowl-
edge base. Resolving these ambiguities, referred to as Named Entity
Disambiguation (NED), is an essential component of many auto-
matic language understanding tools including semantic search [4,
46], knowledge base and knowledge graph population [27, 37], ques-
tion answering [44] and chatbots [43]. However, resolving name
ambiguities has always been a challenge with name variations and
aliases, abbreviations, spelling errors, Polysemy (e.g., John Smith
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may refer to American Actor or New Zealand Cricketer), Metonymy
(e.g., The White House can refer to American Administration), etc.

Many NED systems resolve the ambiguities of mentions using
various local and global features. Local features often include the
string similarity between a mention and a candidate entity, entity
type (e.g. person, organization), prior probability, etc., and they
fail to distinguish between mentions with the same surface text.
For example, one cannot detect if the mentions of Malone, a last
name, refers to Karl Malone or Jeff Malone, both professional basket-
ball players. NED systems overcome these problems using global
features based on the assumption that mentions from the same
document are expected to be semantically related and coherent
around the topic of the document [18, 20, 38]. However, sparse text
lacks contextual information for these global features and the prior
probability does not always give a correct mapping.

As an example, consider the following two short texts; T1 is a
headline from the NYT corpus [42] and T2 is a text from a tweet
collection [11].
(T1) Smith back in action after recovery
(T2) He's a Spurs lad, and we can't blame him for this
season...

Passing these short texts to different NED systems results in
different mappings of the named entity mentions, probably due to
different prior probabilities of each system. For example, in text
T1, “Smith” is mapped to Tommy Smith, a New Zealand Footballer
born in 1990, by one system [26], Agent Smith, a fictional character
from the movie The Matrix, by another system [15], Adam Smith,
a Scottish Economist, by a third system [34], and Will Smith, an
American actor, by a fourth system [9]. Similarly, in text T2, “Spurs”
is incorrectly mapped to San Antonio Spurs by multiple systems [9,
15, 26, 34]. However, knowing that headline T1 is originated or
published in Sydney, Australia, one may say with some confidence
that the mention of “Smith” refers to Steve Smith, an Australian
cricketer. Similarly, if we take into consideration the fact that tweet
T2 is posted by someone from London, England, wemay link “Spurs”
to Tottenham Hot Spur F.C. and not San Antonio Spur.

State of the art NED systems (e.g. [18, 26, 32]) mainly target
long text, and many of these systems do not perform well in disam-
biguating entities in short text due to the lack of context. Our goal
in this paper is to explore additional cues that are readily available
for short text in the form of metadata. In particular, tweets and
news headlines possess rich metadata information, notably tempo-
ral and spatial data, often recorded and emitted by capturing devices
(e.g., mobile phones and GPS-enabled cameras). On the other hand,
the spatial signal is a crucial property not just of physical entities
such as countries mountains, and rivers but also of persons, orga-
nization, artifacts, and events. such as sports leagues, battles, etc.
For example, Manchester United Football Club is based in Greater
Manchester, England andMona Lisa is in Louvre, Paris. These spatial
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signals for candidate entities may be collected from relations such
as happendIn, isLocatedIn, bornIn, diedIn in a knowledge base or a
knowledge graph. Not all entities are popular around the globe. For
example, we can see that San Antonio Spur is popular in the US and
Tottenham Hot Spur F.C. is popular in the UK, and that knowing the
location of an ambiguous mention can help the NED process. Hence,
we study the problem of how spatial information can be modeled
and used for entity disambiguation. Our approach is to compute
location signatures for entities from different sources where entities
are mentioned (e.g. tweets) or discussed (e.g. Wikipedia pages) and
use the spatial dimension for linking the mentions to candidate
entities.

Our contribution can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a framework for integrating spatial signals in
disambiguating named entities in short text. To the best of
our knowledge, our work is the first studying the problem
in the context of short text.

• As most of the entities have a relationship with multiple
locations beyond their primary home location, we develop
an algorithm to construct location signatures for entities
and context mentions that reflect the importance of different
locations associated with the entities.

• We evaluate our model on two data sets - headlines from the
New York Times archives and Tweet with rich geographical
information. Our work significantly improves, in terms of
accuracy and the F1 measure, several baselines from the
literature, including some considered the state of the art.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the related work
is reviewed next, followed by our framework in Section 3. Our
spatial signatures are discussed in Section 4 and our evaluation is
presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATEDWORKS
Named entity disambiguation has a long history with some early
work on record linkage where the task is to find out if two records
in a database represent the same entity [13]. With the advent of
Wikipedia, NED systems leverage this resource to detect ambiguous
mentions and to link them to entities in Wikipedia. For example,
mentions may be linked to candidate entities in Wikipedia based
on the overlap between the context of each mention and that of
a candidate Wikipedia page [5, 8] and/or using the Wikipedia hy-
perlink structure to measure the semantic relatedness between
candidate entities [32]. In general, NED can be considered as a rank-
ing model where each mention has a set of candidate entities and
the model has to choose for each mention a unique entity with the
highest confidence score. This confidence score may be estimated
based on both local and global features using probabilistic graph
models [20, 24, 26, 38, 47], learning to rank techniques [51], and
neural networks [9, 21, 25]. The local features may include lexical
features including string similarity [51],bag-of-words [2, 45],key-
phrases [26], n-grams [19], word embeddings [9], and statistical
features such as the prior probability [10, 52] and entity type [35].
The global features find coherence between the mentions of entities
in a document[7, 30, 32, 40].

We are not aware of more than a few works that use spatio-
temporal features for named entity disambiguation. In particular,

Fang and Chang [11] use spatio-temporal signals in a weakly su-
pervised fashion for linking entities mentioned in tweets. They use
a binning method to divide both time and space into discrete equal-
sized bins. Agarwal et al. [1] use the publication year of documents
to build a temporal vector for each entity and show that using the
temporal feature helps the disambiguation process.

There are also a handful of NED works that are applicable to
short text. TagMe [15] provides on-the-fly annotation for short text,
where it compares mentions to anchor texts from Wikipedia and
treats pages under the same anchor text as their possible senses.
The authors compute a scoring function that aims at a collective
agreement among the mappings. Babelfy [34] combines word sense
disambiguation and entity linking by running a random walk algo-
rithm. KEA [49], a NED model for tweets, uses features such as sur-
face text similarity, DBpedia types, and a co-occurrence analysis of
mentions within Wikipedia articles for disambiguation. WAT [16],
an extension of TagMe, uses a vote-based approach for local and a
graph-based for global disambiguation. These works on short text
are not using the spatial dimension hence they are orthogonal to
our work.

3 LOCATION AWARE NED FRAMEWORK
Given an input text with a set of mentions {𝑚1,𝑚2, . . . ,𝑚𝑛} and a
candidate set of entities from a knowledge base, we want to map
each mention to either a unique entity in our candidate set or ∅ for
out-of-KB entities.
Objective function Our framework combines prior probability,
context-similarity and spatial similarity into an objective function,
and we want to find an assignment of candidates to mentions that
maximizes this objective function. Let cad(𝑚𝑖 ) denote the set of
candidates of mention𝑚𝑖 . Our objective function can be written as

argmax
𝑒 𝑗,𝑖 ∈𝑐𝑎𝑑 (𝑚𝑖 )

(
𝛼.

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 (𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗,𝑖 )+

𝛽.

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑐𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗,𝑖 )+

𝛾 .

𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑚𝑖 , 𝑒 𝑗,𝑖 )
) (1)

where 𝛼+𝛽+𝛾 = 1, and 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 (), 𝑐𝑥𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑚() and 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑆𝑖𝑚() respectively
denote the prior probability, the context similarity and the spatial
similarity of a mention and a candidate entity.
Tagging mentions Examples of input text are a tweet, a news
headline and a search query. The input text can be tagged and the
mentions of named entities can be detected using standard tools
(e.g. the Stanford NER tagger[17]). We assume the input has some
location cues in the form of either mentions of locations or some
geo-coordinates, for our approach to be applicable.
Finding candidates Public knowledge bases (e.g. Yago[41] and
DBpedia[3]) provide a good collection of candidates, where each
entity has a short name and a set of paraphrases, constructed from
Wikipedia disambiguation pages, redirects, and links. For news
headlines, the names are expected to be accurate and one may select
as candidates all entities where either the name or a paraphrase
matches the mention fully. A full match will not work for tweets and
search queries, which generally have misspellings, abbreviations,



and unreliable capitalization. For such input, candidates may be
selected using a k-gram matching approach [29].
Prior popularity The prior probability of an entity is a context-
independent feature and denotes the probability that a given men-
tion 𝑚 refers to a candidate entity 𝑒 . It is often estimated from
Wikipedia as the fraction of anchor texts that contain𝑚 and link to
the entity page of 𝑒 . For example, “Obama” refers to “Barack Obama”
in 60.5% of the occurrences and to “Obama, Fukui (location)” in
2.4% of the cases.
Context similarity The context similarity of a mention and a
candidate entity is studied in the literature. We use the keyphrase-
based similarity of Hoffart et al. [26], which measures the mutual
information between the keyphrases of an entity and the words that
appear within the context window of a mention. The keyphrases
of an entity are extracted from the Wikipedia article of the entity,
the anchor texts of links to the article, category names, etc. The
context window of a mention is expected to have some of these
keyphrases. For instance, the keyphrases of “the Beatles” include
rock band, best-selling band, music of Liverpool and other phrases,
and these phrases are expected to appear in the context window of
the mentions of the entity.
Spatial similarityWith the spatial features expressed as vectors,
the similarity between the feature vector of an entity and that of a
mention may be measured using Cosine or the inner product. We
discuss the spatial features in more detail in the next section.

4 SPATIAL SIGNALS AS FEATURES
There are some challenges in using spatial information as features
for named entity disambiguation. First, locations references can be
ambiguous. For example, the term Paris by itself refers to 34 different
places around the world (e.g., Paris, France; Paris, Ontario; Paris,
Arkansas). Linking location references to a geographic database
(e.g. Geonames 1) is studied on its own in the literature (e.g. [28])
and is outside the scope of this paper. A simple strategy is to resolve
location ambiguities based on population. A major challenge in our
case is that the locations of entities and mentions may not match
but can be related under spatial relationships such as containment,
neighbourhood, etc. This is addressed next.
Spatial signature of entities The spatial signature of entities can
be constructed from their Wikipedia pages since relevant locations
are often mentioned there. Our experiment with the NER in spaCy 2

shows that the tool is very effective in tagging locations, reaching
a precision of 0.96 or higher on both New York Times corpus and
Wikipedia pages. Let the initial location signature of an entity 𝑒 ,
denoted by 𝑙𝑐𝑒 , include all locations mentioned in the entity page of
𝑒 and their frequencies. One may do a spatial smoothing to account
for locations that are relevant but not listed in the Wikipedia page
of an entity. This is useful in news-style corpus and micro-posts
where neighborhood events are reported. For example, although the
headline “Teen violent assault at a Catholic high school
south of Edmonton” is reported in Edmonton, the actual event
takes place in Leduc, a neighborhood of Edmonton. An exponential
smoothing is desirable to assign higher weights to nearby locations.

1www.geonames.org
2https://spacy.io/

Let 𝑙𝑠𝑒 include all locations in 𝑙𝑐𝑒 with their counts and all other
locations that are relevant but not in 𝑙𝑐𝑒 with counts set to zero.
The relevant locations of 𝑙 may include its siblings and ancestors
in a location hierarchy. For smoothing the counts, one may select
a few different geographical ordering of locations (e.g., east to
west, west to east, etc) and propagate the weights in the ordering
direction. Suppose 𝑙𝑠𝑒 = {(𝑙1, 𝑐1), (𝑙2, 𝑐2), . . . , (𝑙𝑛, 𝑐𝑛)} is one such
ordering. Then updating 𝑐𝑖 with 𝛿𝑐𝑖 + (1 − 𝛿)𝑐𝑖−1 for 𝛿 ∈ [0, 1] and
𝑖 = 2, . . . , 𝑛 will give a smoothed signature. In our experiments, we
do this smoothing for siblings under two orderings (east to west
and west to east) and 𝛿 set to 0.6 based on cross-validation.

A mismatch between locations can also happen if they are re-
ported at different levels of dispersion. For example, the headline
“Floyd was killed in police custody” will be reported under
the location United States in global news, whereas it is reported
under Minneapolis in the local news. To handle inference between
different levels of location dispersion, we may transfer weights
from the lower level of dispersion to upper levels while construct-
ing the signature. This can be done in our smoothing by updating
the weight of a parent 𝑙𝑖 based on the sum of the weight of its
children in the signature vector, i.e.

𝑐𝑖 = 𝛿𝑐𝑖 + (1 − 𝛿)
∑

𝑙 𝑗 ∈𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑟𝑒𝑛 (𝑙𝑖 )
𝑐 𝑗

where 𝛿 ∈ [0, 1], set to 0.5 based on cross-validation.
Spatial signature of mentions A location signature can be con-
structed for mentions based on the location cues in the surrounding
text as well as in the metadata description. Under the inheritance
hypothesis [39], named entities inherit the location of an article
(e.g. the location where a headline is published or a tweet is posted).
The location signature can also be smoothed following the same
algorithm discussed for entity signatures.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section presents an experimental evaluation of our algorithm.
We review our dataset and preprocessing, describe our experimental
setup and present an evaluation of our algorithm, in comparison
with different baselines from the literature, on two datasets: a NYT-
headlines dataset and a geotagged Tweets dataset.

5.1 Datasets
The standard dataset for NED evaluation (e.g., MSNBC news-wire
articles [8], CoNLL-YAGO [26], TACKBP [27], andACE 2004NED [40],
AQUAINT [32]) are high-quality news articles with most entities
mentioned at least once by their full names. To gauge the effec-
tiveness of our spatial signatures, we evaluated our named entity
disambiguation on short text, with both formal and informal struc-
ture. We used a subset of the New York Times archive (originally
containing 1.8 million articles published between 1987 to 2007) [42]),
extracting only headlines that have no more than two mentions
per headline. This resulted in 2340 headlines. To validate our model
in informal text, we used tweets that had location context or were
geotagged with latitude and longitude coordinates. The Locke col-
lection [31], Habib collection [23] and Micro post-collection [6] are
all re-annotated by Habib et al. [22] with a total of 5535 named
entities in tweets linked to Wikipedia. Less than 2% of those tweets



had any location context in the tweet for us to use in our eval-
uation. Hence, we used a subset of a tweet dataset from Farazi
and Rafiei [12] that originally contained 53 Million geo-tagged
tweets, mostly from the US and Canada. We randomly took only
3490 tweets that had at least one tagged named entity mention for
pre-processing and added 314 tweets from a dataset by Fang and
Chang [11]. We cleaned the tweets by removing hashtag symbols
(#), retweets (RT), @ symbols, and did a text segmentation using
the ekphrasis1 library. We used the Stanford NER with a precision
around 0.67 on our tweets dataset, after evaluating other NER Tools
including spaCy, NLTK2, and TwitterNER [33].

We annotated 1762 entities from the NYT subset and 1015 en-
tities from the Tweet subset, with corresponding entities in the
Wikipedia 2020 dump. We removed NER errors, out of KB entities
and entities with full names in input text. Priors and Keyphrases in
AIDAwere collected fromWikipedia 2014 and our spatial signatures
were constructed from Wikipedia 2020. To avoid any discrepancy
between different Wikipedia versions as a source for our features,
we annotated only those entities that existed in both years. Our
dataset and spatial signatures are publicly available1.

5.2 Evaluation result
We used standard accuracy, precision, recall, and the F1 measure as
evaluation metrics aggregated across mentions (micro-averaged).
We evaluated our model against the feature set of AIDA, as we
added the spatial dimension to the feature set and retrained the
model to get new weights for the features. The weights for prior,
context and spatial feature were 𝛼 = 0.21, 𝛽 = 0.33, 𝛾 = 0.46 for the
NYT headlines and 𝛼 = 0.5, 𝛽 = 0.2, 𝛾 = 0.3 for the tweet subset
based on cross validation. We chose the 𝛼 , 𝛽 and 𝛾 value that gave
top accuracy on different trials. This feature weighting highlights
the importance of each feature class for the dataset. The tweet
subset had more prominent entities hence larger prior weights,
whereas the NYT subset had more varied locations around the
globe and a larger weight to spatial features. From Table 1, we see
a significant rise in the accuracy when combining the prior and the
context feature with a spatial dimension for both datasets.

Table 2 compares the micro F1 of our model with different NED
systems available via GERBIL [48] and to our re-implemented di-
aNED [1]. Many of the tweets in our tweets dataset did not have a
temporal metadata, hence we only evaluated diaNED on the NYT
subset using the year of publication as temporal context. Though
we could not directly compare our model with the systems from
GERBIL as they differ in the candidate generation and entity selec-
tion process, cynically, the table shows that our model enhances the
NED quality by adding the spatial signatures. Table 2 shows that in-
corporating spatial signature as a local feature gives a performance
comparable to that of models with global features.

To further study the importance of spatial signals, we probed
the results of our model in the NYT-subset to see how location-
awareness helps improve disambiguation quality based on different
entity types. From Table 3, we can see that the location feature
helps entity types person and organization with the spatial signals

1https://github.com/cbaziotis/ekphrasis
2www.nltk.org
1https://github.com/maithrreyes/LocationAwareNED

Feature set NYT subset Tweet subset
prior 45.7 33.2

+spatial 59.1 36.4
prior+context 65.4 40.4

+spatial 73.8 44.9
Table 1: Micro-accuracy of our model with and without spa-
tial feature

NED system NYT subset Tweet subset
xLisa [50] 54.1 35.8

AGDISTIS [47] 58.4 33.7
WAT [16] 52.9 33.2

TagMe 2 [15] 60.2 43.7
Babelfy [34] 63.1 41.2
KEA [49] 57.9 40.8
AIDA [26] 65.7 42.6
WNED [20] 72.1 41.4

reimpl. diaNED-1[1] 68.9 -
our model 74.5 45.6

Table 2: Micro-F1 of various NED systems on NYT-subset
and Tweet-subset

Entity type w location w/o location
PER 40.6 27.9
ORG 36.9 18.3
LOC 15.2 14.7

Table 3: Micro-accuracy of our model on NYT subset with
and without spatial awareness.

bounding these entities, but only a very moderate improvement is
observed for the location type.

Here are two examples from our tweet subset that shows how
the location signal helps linking to correct entities in Wikipedia.
(T1) Bro was my favorite player after Kobe..(USA)
(T2) Drake My Go To For Everyyy Mood (Texas, USA)

In T1, for the mention Kobe, the cue USA helps to differentiate
between the candidate Kobe, a city in Japan, and the gold candidate
Kobe Bryant. Similarly, In T2, the location cue Texas, USA helps
to differentiate between Ervin Drake, American song writer, and
Drake (Rapper); the latter has a stronger tie to Texas and is the
correct entity in this case.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a NED approach that explicitly considers loca-
tion signals to aid in the disambiguation process. Our evaluation
results show that location-awareness improves the NED quality
when the entities in the text hold some regional attachments. As
a possible future direction, our work may be extended for a more
robust resolution of entities with global dispersion (e.g., Justin
Bieber, who tours around the globe). Also our spatial features may
be studied in the context of neural models for short text [14, 36].
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